Plowing the Sands of Capitalist “Peace”

About the London Five Power Conference

By Jay Lovestone

The road to imperialist wars is strewn with the wreckage of “peace conferences.”


This conference clearly portrays the countless hopeless antagonisms among the imperialist powers and the unbridgeable contradictions among the working classes.

United States Secretary of State Edward M. House has characterized this conference as “the greatest game played for the greatest stakes that the world has known.” The whole point of the fact that chief imperialist competitors today are the still-ascendant American capitalism and the already declining British capitalism.

The New World Situation.

The London Conference is a landmark in world history.

Eleven years have passed since the close of the World War.

It was almost exactly eleven years ago today that Woodrow Wilson set sail for Europe to serve as the spearhead of American capitalism in its struggle for world domination. Today, American imperialism is again going to Europe, in the person of each formidable spokesman of Wall Street as Stimson and Morrow. But today U.S. imperialism does not win to but to ensure its already-worn world hegemony.

Eleven years ago U.S. imperialism, thru the gibes of Wilson, was able to sell millions of European toiling masses with its fraudulent peace talk. Today, U.S. imperialism stands exposed in its feverish war preparations; it has already won and is winning everywhere the hatred of the toiling masses the world over.

Eleven years ago American imperialism’s declaration in European affairs signalled the beginning of the stabilization of the badly-shaken, decrepit European capitalism largely thru Wall Street credits. Today, American imperialism’s increasing interference in Europe means a sharpening of the antagonisms among the capitalist powers and an intensification, a deepening of the contradictions among the working classes.

The London Conference is a landmark in world history.

If we are to understand the world today we must understand the London Conference.

The London Conference is a landmark in world history.

It is under such conditions that the London Conference will meet. The conference will not even reduce, let alone abolish, armaments. In reality, the conference will increase the total amount of naval armaments.

Pipeline to Another World War

The conference is a step toward another world war.

What is the conference to do about the increasing armament race? Will it reduce the tension? Will it even reduce the armaments of the two most powerful navies in the world? Will it even reduce the armaments of the two most powerful navies in the world?
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